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Frasch was founded on the belief that creating healthy 

highly 
and beautiful office environments leads to a happier and

motivated workforce.
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Available Colors 25

Material PET

Country of Origin USA

SNAP BAFL comes with removable end caps. Clear both sides of 
the hanging hardware. Push the baffle down into place. Remove 
peel-and-stick adhesive backing and snap the end caps to place 
on the baffle for a firm and secure fit. (see drawings) Snap Bafl is 
built to size; exact length, width and height of the linear light 

must be provided in advance.

Designed to Optimize Sound Absorption

Made from Recycled PET Felt

Available in Many Colors and Shapes

Easy Install and Care

Warranty

Product Weight

Length 4’ 8’

3.4 lbs 7 lbs
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First of its kind! An acoustical baffle that can be installed over your
existing linear lights WITHOUT taking down the lights. This 
revolutionary design (Patent Pending) solves the dilemma of adding 
acoustical solutions into existing spaces while dramatically reducing 
the installation costs. Instead of hiring professional electricians and 
acoustical installers; the SNAP BAFL can be installed by any skilled 
general maintenance personnel. The SNAP BAFL is built to size; all we 
need is the dimensions of your existing linear LED lights and we will 
do the rest.
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Width 2.75 ’’

*Limited 2 Years

Height 12’’ , 16’’, 24”

*Custom sizes available

*Custom sizes available

 

SNAP BAFL

9mm Fella Color Guide 

07 - White 18 - Artic Ice 03 - Light 
Gray

02 - Taupe 06 - City
Brown 

11 - Steel 34 - Pure
Gray

17 - Dark
Gray

10 - True 
Black

22 - Yellow 41 - Marigold 30 - Blue

39 - Green
Apple

12 - Moss

05 - Grass 

36 - Berry
Red

08 - Eggplant 19 - Denim 21 - Indigo
Blue

09 - Deep
Blue

43 - Lava

42 - Cream 45 - Big Red 44 - Ivory

* Two-year limited warranty guarantees all of our products are free from defects in the materials and
maintain their quality of craftsmanship. See our "Terms and Warranties" sheet for full details.

47 - Emerald
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* Two-year limited warranty guarantees all of our products are free from defects in the materials and
maintain their quality of craftsmanship. See our "Terms and Warranties" sheet for full details.


